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Alpine Club Karakoram Meet
August 1985
Brendan Murphy

The Karakoram Meet this summer was a unique event in the history of the
Alpine Club. Never before has such a disparate group of innocents dared to
venture into the very heart of such mountains. The Meet shared little of the
meticulous preparation associated with more orthodox expeditions; indeed,
detailed corporate planning was notably absent. The style of the Meet had more
in common with a casual weekend in the Peak District than with a traditional
expedition to the greater ranges.

The concept of the Meet was quite simple: Club members were invited to
make their own way to the Chogolungma Glacier, there to spend their precious
vacations scaling the mountains of the Karakoram. There was to be minimum
overall planning and, to a large extent, everyone was to make their own
arrangements. 'See you all on the Chogolungma, first ablation valley on the
right ... around 12 August, if not before', wrote Steve Town in his penulti
mate Meet Note. Steve worked hard to keep people informed of each other's
ideas and to attempt to co-ordinate some kind of overall plan. His role,
however, was more advisory than managerial.

There are two basic attractions in choosing the Karakoram for a casual trip of
this nature. Firstly, in many areas there are no restrictions on 'trekking' up to
6000m; even technical climbing up to this altitude is officially classed as
'trekking'. Above 6000m, an expedition permit is required from the Pakistan
government, and a peak fee of several hundred pounds is levied. In addition, a
liaison officer is required, and the organization becomes prolonged and compli
cated. For us, all these irritating obstacles were avoided. Secondly, the Kara
koram is in the rain-shadow of the monsoon so that, unlike Nepal, climbing is
possible throughout the summer. Unfortunately, few of us were prepared for
how hot and arid it was going to be ...

The trip to Skardu turned out to be an experience in itself. Steve had
chartered a forty-seater bus to take us and our gear the 500km to the roadhead.
This impressively robust vehicle duly arrived, inevitably late, but lavishly
decorated in true Pakistani style. But its ornate exterior cleverly disguised a
lurking menace: throughout the journey we were to be tortured by the frenzied
chanting of Urdu popular music. Do not think that 'noise pollution' is a
peculiarly Western phenomenon.

The scenery the following morning amply compensated for our exhaustion,
but the weather was poor and it was raining steadily. The monsoon had made
an unscheduled, and unwelcomed, foray into the foothills. That evening,
uncertainty about the state of the road ahead forced us to payoff our drivers
and spend a night in Gilgit. There, Ted and Herbert decided that a couple of
weeks in the Gilgit area would be preferable to another day on the road.
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Chogolungma Glacier

Next day, we hired jeeps for our onward journey to Skardu but, before long,
our progress was checked by a landslide. Exhaustive negotiations finally
allowed us to continue by truck and, with some relief, we finally rolled into
Skardu.

The walk-in from Skardu must compare favourably with many Himalayan
approache;;. For five days we were treated to the delights of Pakistan's
mountains and the hospitality of its people. The Arandu Valley is particularly
memorable: lush meadows, a colourful tapestry of terraced fields, lie below a
backdrop of snowy peaks. The valley is abundantly rich in a variety of fruits
and grains. It was tempting to spend each day lazing in the shade of this Garden
of Eden.

Our relationship with the porters was generally excellent. They all won our
admiration for the enormous loads that they carry, and for their characteristic
cheerfulness. In return, Robin and Ronnie gained our porters' esteem for their
respective skills in Gaelic dancing and flute playing. Indeed, Ronnie played a
valuable role as the 'Pied Piper of Arandu', enticing porters away from their
families to carry our gear. But on one occasion our porters went on strike. After
a comparatively long carry above Arandu, they stopped at what they decided
was a good campsite, and they refused to budge. It took some gentle encourage
ment by our sirdar and the promise of a slaughtered goat (for which we, in turn,
were persuaded to pay), to coax them a little further up the glacier.

The following evening, they slaughtered the goat and afterwards they
gathered around the communal campfire for a celebration sing-song. We joined
in, contributing English folk songs in response to their Balti chants. We were
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promptly cajoled into some Balti dancing, which is really quite tiring at 4000m.
These people certainly know how to enjoy themselves. It was a fabulous
evening, and a fitting conclusion to our walk-in.

On the following day, we arrived at our base camp at the junction of the
Balouche and the Chogolungma glaciers. The setting was superb, but the
campsite turned out to be a rather bleak spot with very little grass, and no shade
from the sun. The worst complaint was the ubiquitous sand which found its
way into everything. Back in England I, naively, had expected to be camping
on ice at this altitude and melting snow for drinking-water. As it turned out,
'Dust Camp' was more like a desert outpost, with temperatures reaching 50°C
during the day. The climate was unexpectedly harsh and many of us suffered
from the heat and sun. The whole area would be a desert, devoid of any
vegetation were it not for glacial melt-waters.

The surroundings are equally extreme. The glaciers in this area are simply
horrendous: huge expanses of tortured ice, covered in a blanket of nasty
moraine, and cut up by huge crevasses. Walking on these glaciers was
unpleasant work. The moraine is hard to walk on for long periods, especially
when the sun loosens the surface boulders. The extensive crevasses require
lengthy detours, and the ice-falls require great patience, and occasionally some
quite technical ice climbing. On the mountains themselves, the rock seems to
stay in place more through tradition than through any inherent soundness.
Unlike Nepal, high altitude trekking in these parts would have little to offer the
casual trekker even though the views from the passes are truly magnificent. The
subtle changes in light and tone can be appreciated by the climber only, for
photographs never can do justice to such ephemeral beauty.

The combination of difficult access, harsh environment, and widespread
illness limited the extent of our climbing. The peaks turned out to be much
more technically demanding than we expected. These were no simple snow
domes up which to plod. Most of them require the planning and commitment
of a small expedition.

Even so, several worthy ascents were made. Graham Elson made an
enterprising solo ascent of Skari Lungma, followed a few days later by Ron
Giddy and John Swift. Pete Payne, Robin Richards, Mike Gilbert, and Ian
Haig made an attempt at a peak opposite the Balouche La. They climbed within
lOOm of the top before approaching darkness forced a retreat. They later made
a successful ascent of a peak near Sencho, at the mouth of the Chogolungma.
Pete and I made an enjoyable ascent of'Aspirant Peak', right at the head of the
Haramosh Glacier, giving superb dawn views over the Karakoram. This peak
was so christened because of our youthful status within the club, and because
we were aspiring to greater climbs soon after. Unfortunately, heavy snowfall
put paid to these ambitions.

Everyone trekked extensively in the area, and we were all rewarded by
spectacular and beautiful scenery. Mark and Penny Dravers stormed in across
the Haramosh La, and then out over the Balouche La into the Kero Lungma.
Ron Giddy and John Swift trekked out over the Balouche La, but at a more
civilised pace. Pete and I trekked over to the Nushik La, where the magnificent
view of the Hispar Wall made all the effort worthwhile. All of us experienced
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the unforgettable beauty of the Arandu Valley, and about half our number
trekked over the Haramosh La and out through the enchanting Haramosh
valley.

Of course, there are fundamental problems for a loosely co-ordinated meet
such as this. Firstly, more comprehensive planning is required by individuals
or small groups. Secondly, wasteful duplication of effort and equipment is
almost inevitable and thirdly, the standard of living suffers, since communal
equipment and services (such as big tents and a camp cook) are not available.
For a fully co-ordinated approach to work, the meet must comprise a group of
like-minded people, united by a common purpose and by similar objectives. If a
meet is to cater for a wide cross-section of people, then it presents problems.
Members on the Chogolungma Meet had different climbing objectives, differ
ent financial resources, and different levels of fitness. In such a situation
communal planning would seem to compromise on everything and satisfy no
one.

However, a casual meets such as this provides a very valuable opportunity for
many more people to expand their horizons, and all at minimal cost. It opens up
doors for those people who are outside the mainstream of Himalayan climbing,
or for those who lack the time or money to mount their own expedition. In the
right sort of area, it offers the opportunity of making Alpine-style ascents in a
Himalayan setting.

I would guess that most people enjoyed their little adventure in the moun
tains of Pakistan. Indeed, another such meet is planned for next year. The
walk-in alone was an experience that will linger long in the memories of many,
as will the heat, the illness and the sheer grandeur of the place. On a more
personal level, I made some very good friends and enjoyed myself immensely.
The trip has whetted my appetite for further travel and inspired me to organize
a lightweight expedition in a couple of years. Until then, I wait impatiently.

Those on the Meet, for all or part of its duration, were:
Tom Chatterley Ian Haig Robin Richards
Pam Chatterley Ted Hanson John Swift
Mark Dravers Ted Hartley Ian Thompson
Penny Dravers Pete Herold Steve Town
Graham Elson Brendan Murphy Fergus Ungoed-Thomas
John Finlay Lyn Noble Ronnie Wathen
Ron Giddy Peter Payne Ted Whalley
Mike Gilbert Dave Pownall
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